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Abstract As computing technologies become ubiquitous
in social life, social science increasingly becomes the study
of those technosystems. Similarly, as technology corpora-
tions compete to design new ubicomp products, social
science research is recruited as a design method. This paper
presents an interpretive bricolage, exploring the relation-
ship between social science and corporate technology
research. It draws on a specific case study: the history of
ethnomethodology during the lifetime of the Xerox Euro-
PARC laboratory. This interpretation relates to the ways
that social and organisational authority is maintained
through scientific knowledge, and the ways in which
interdisciplinary design research engages with product
users, customers and markets.
1 Introduction
HCI as a discipline depends on the rigorous study of
human users and/or their social context.1 HCI is also a
design discipline, responsible for the creation of new
technological products—the vision of ubicomp is above
all else a technological vision. These two disciplinary
commitments of HCI result in constant tension, because
the methods of the human and social sciences are ulti-
mately oriented towards the creation of theories rather
than artefacts, while the corporate contexts in which
technological products are imagined and created are
oriented towards ensuring the delivery of novel products.
In the case of ubicomp, the very ubiquity of the tech-
nology makes it even more difficult to disentangle the
human and the technical—the ubicomp vision presents us
with an imagined future in which human society is a
technosystem.
This article is a personal reflection on the history of HCI
within the ubicomp frame, written by two professors of
interdisciplinary design, and a corporate researcher. All of
us have worked as ethnographers, as critics of technology,
as teachers of design and as students of the imagination.
The distinctive views and presentation devices that follow
are an experiment that arises from our own creative
engagement with the history of our discipline. This is not a
science and technology studies-style critical history, nor is
it an internal history of the field [3]; it is reflective design
research, engaging with a rich set of background material,
This work was performed while Jofish Kaye was an employee of
Microsoft, Cornell University, Nokia Research Center and Yahoo
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including over twenty interviews with key influencers in
the fields of ubicomp and HCI at PARC and EuroPARC.
We explore the tensions inherent in our own practices
through an in-depth analysis of a single case study—the
encounter between the social science discipline of eth-
nomethodology, and the corporate context of Xerox Cor-
poration at the time the ubicomp vision was being
articulated. The CHI 2009 conference later featured a paper
and panel discussion that harked back to this encounter
between social science and design, with the provocative title
‘‘Ethnography considered Harmful’’ [12]. That combative
claim was an appeal for the increasingly widespread practice
of design ethnography to be replaced by ‘‘ethnomethod-
ologically informed ethnography’’. Rather than a rebuttal or
defence (our own project started several years earlier), our
analysis offers an interpretation of the tensions that period-
ically lead to papers like that one. We believe that these
tensions continue in HCI and in ubicomp today, although
always expressed through newly emerging theoretical con-
cerns, rather than the legacy of ethnomethodology alone.
The methods that we apply, in analysing these cross-
cultural encounters, explore the potential of bricolage as
an alternative kind of rigour in social science [14, 25].
Yee and Bremner [46] suggest that design research, in
particular, must adopt a perspective of bricolage.
Although our project initially developed through semi-
structured interviews, archival research, historical analy-
sis and application of the methods of grounded theory
including open coding, preparation of memos, axial cod-
ing, diagramming, constant comparison, we do not wish to
claim them as a source of authority. The experimental
bricolage that we present here is instead a critical design
interpretation of our subject, firstly reflecting on the ways
in which a corporate laboratory is itself a designed arte-
fact that reflects social structures of both science and the
corporation, and secondly reflecting through design, in a
series of interludes—fictional pastiches that we have
constructed to develop our understanding of the dynamics
we found.
First interlude—ethnography considered menacing
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2 Overview
The setting for our study is Rank Xerox Cambridge
EuroPARC, an extension of the activities of Xerox PARC2
that was based in Cambridge, England, for just over
10 years. As a relatively small laboratory, with a clearly
defined lifetime from its founding to closure, EuroPARC
offers an unusually well-constrained opportunity to explore
large-scale trends in ubicomp research.
In the remainder of this article, we first present a brief
history of EuroPARC—its foundation, broad areas of
research activity and eventual closure. We then give a more
detailed introduction to the specific research concerns of
ethnomethodology and the way in which these were
adopted into the work of PARC. The third part of the paper
turns to a critical interpretation of the interaction between
the technical and ethnomethodological research agendas,
and the manner in which this interaction had a special
character when conducted in a corporate context. Our
interpretation draws an analogy with religious move-
ments—and in particular, the differing ways that the
English church engaged with society and the state. The
final parts of the paper first review the subsequent influence
2 The Xerox Palo Alto Research Center, later sold by Xerox, and now
operating under the name PARC. Although the official name of the
laboratory was originally ‘‘Rank Xerox Cambridge EuroPARC’’ and
subsequently changed, it is popularly known in HCI simply as
EuroPARC, and we will follow this convention.
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of ethnomethodology within HCI and then consider the
implications of these events for HCI more generally—both
in the scientific context and in the applied context of cor-
porate research.
The paper is also illustrated with three interludes, the
first of which was Ethnography Considered Menacing.
These are pastiches, borrowing from source material to
create new texts. Our use of pastiche reflects the use of
design fiction in HCI [6] as an appeal to fantasy,
provocative and playful rather than claiming authority. We
provide a brief note to accompany each.
Note on First Interlude: We chose to pastiche the Star
Wars prequel The Phantom Menace to reflect on the con-
troversial Considered Harmful session at CHI, because of
an interesting link between the founder of Ethnomethod-
ology, Harold Garfinkel and the character of Yoda. George
Lucas has frequently cited Carlos Castaneda’s The
Teachings of Don Juan as an influence on Star Wars
[24, 31], Castaneda was one of Garfinkel’s PhD students
and he claimed that his book describing Don Juan, a native
American shaman, was based on in-depth field work car-
ried out for his doctorate. It is now generally agreed that
The Teachings of Don Juan is largely a work of fiction, and
it has even been suggested that the charismatic and difficult
figure of the shaman was based, in part, on Garfinkel
himself [30]. When these facts were mentioned in a
Facebook update by author Kaye, it inspired the following
riff by Janet Vertesi:
‘Yoda was definitely based on Garfinkel. Note the
following parallels: 1. Playful deployment of the
Breach3, as in when he first meets Luke and rifles
through all of Luke’s stuff, playing with his flash-
light, throwing tools everywhere. 2. Characterization
of the work of ethnomethodology being concerned
with practice and actors’ accounts, not causal expla-
nations that require an already-structured Society:
Yoda/Garf: ‘‘No, no, there is no WHY!’’ 3. Charac-
terization of the work of ethnomethodology being
concerned with PRACTICE and what actors actually
DO: Yoda/Garf: ‘‘No, try not. DO, or do not. There is
no try.’’ 4. Characterization of being part of a small
group of outliers railing against the rest of the field
[Sociology/the Empire] and doing the TRUE work of
the Jedi/Sociologist Yoda: ‘‘For my ally is the Force.
And a powerful ally it is…. Beware the dark side…
Once you start down the dark path, forever will it
dominate your destiny…. Mind what you have
learned, save you it can!’’ [..] 5. Some kind of reso-
lution/absolution at the deathbed, when his student
returns after having cut short his studies: Yoda/Garf:
‘‘No more training do you require. Already know you
that which you need.’’Luke/Student: ‘‘Then I am a
Jedi [/ethnomethodologist].’’ Yoda: ‘‘Oh-HO!!
[laughs]. Not yet…’’ (Vertesi pers comm)
This Facebook exchange was clearly intended as comic
rather than academic writing, but it captures some central
concerns of ethnomethodology in caricatured form. The
writings of Harold Garfinkel were described by our inter-
viewees as obscure and difficult, which inspired us to fol-
low cultural critic Slavoj Zizek who explains obscure
Lacanian theory through popular film references.
3 Historical context
In 1986, Xerox PARC, at the centre of a booming Silicon
Valley, was arguably the most prominent corporate tech-
nology laboratory in the world. Many countries outside the
USA wanted a piece of the Silicon Valley action, and there
was a growing trend of tax incentives encouraging major
corporations to locate R&D laboratories in local markets.
The European Union was a huge market for Xerox, and a
decision was made to create a laboratory in Europe,
preferably somewhere business could be conducted in
English, as soon as possible.
There was an obvious choice of location for the Xerox
European laboratory. A 1985 economic consultancy report
[37] had recently identified ‘‘The Cambridge Phenom-
enon’’—an ancient university, after nearly 800 years,
seemed about to become the centre of a high-technology
economic boom. That forecast has turned out to be an
accurate one, with the Cambridge area now the closest
thing that Europe has to a Silicon Valley economy [26]. In
1987, Xerox was well ahead of the trend when it created
the ‘‘EuroPARC’’ laboratory.
EuroPARC was founded for political and financial rea-
sons, rather than to pursue a strategic research vision.
Nevertheless, EuroPARC did have a research agenda;
several factors in the late 1980s conspired to determine that
EuroPARC should focus on HCI, and the origins of ubiq-
uitous computing. It had become clear that the Xerox
PARC Alto and Star projects had helped define the
3 Harold Garfinkel is perhaps best known for the ‘‘breaching
experiments’’ which break unspoken rules of everyday behaviour.
He famously asked his students to act like lodgers in their parents’
home and insisted that they did not explain their subsequent bizarre
behaviour. This strategy was used by other sociologists interested in
everyday interaction, and many breaching experiments, like deliber-
ately dropping litter or cheating at noughts and crosses, were carried
out before there were University ethics committees to put a stop to
them. Yoda’s first meeting with Luke can with some accuracy be
described as a breaching experiment of this kind because the ordinary
rules of social engagement are suspended. Yoda does not reveal that
he himself is the great Jedi Master that Luke seeks until he has first
made Luke aware of his own preconceptions about what such a
warrior should look like.
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personal computer, even though the business opportunity
had been captured by IBM, Apple and Microsoft [39]. John
Seely Brown, soon to become Director of PARC, was an
artificial intelligence researcher with a strong interest in the
study of computer users. And Allen Newell’s applied
information-processing programme, laid out in PARC AIP
Memo 1 [33], had established a new scientific foundation
for the field in the book ‘‘Human Computer Interaction’’
[10].
There were ample resources for HCI collaboration in
Cambridge. The Medical Research Council Applied Psy-
chology Unit (MRC-APU—[2]) was a major world centre
of cognitive science and HCI research, and Neil Wiseman’s
Rainbow Group at the Cambridge University Computer
Laboratory had been building innovative design worksta-
tions since the 1970s. Local research institutes such as
Logica Cambridge had been industry leaders in the UK
Alvey programme for applied AI. A senior technical man-
ager from PARC, William Newman, had prepared a con-
sulting report noting the benefits of locating the laboratory
in his home country, near the Xerox technical centre 30
miles south of Cambridge. As a first generation developer of
user interface tools, and co-author of the groundbreaking
Principles of Interactive Computer Graphics in 1973 [34],
Newman was an influential supporter of the HCI agenda.
EuroPARC was thus well-placed to become a pre-emi-
nent international research centre in HCI. Tom Moran, one
of the authors of the HCI book, was despatched from
PARC to find suitable premises. He was welcomed to
Cambridge by Richard Young, another past graduate stu-
dent from Allen Newell’s CMU group, who was now on
the scientific staff of the MRC-APU. These various groups,
in collaboration with colleagues and visitors from PARC,
established a distinctive research agenda—the EuroPARC
staff experimented on themselves, by building a ubiqui-
tously collaborative ‘‘media space’’ environment, using
technology to reflect on the social processes by which it
was designed and the manner in which it was used (Buxton
and Moran [9]). This early ubicomp agenda integrated the
communication technologies pioneered at PARC with
cognitive science-based models of users and designers,
especially in the European project AMODEUS—Assimi-
lating Models of Design, Users and Systems.
The early years of EuroPARC were dominated by these
two projects—AMODEUS and RAVE (the Ravenscroft
House Audio Visual Environment). The role of ubiquitous
integrated media technology in collaborative work
remained a central research theme throughout the existence
of EuroPARC, extending to video-augmented work surface
such as the Digital Desk [46], and use of technology such
as the Active Badge from nearby Olivetti Research [43] to
create ubicomp systems that were aware of the location and
activities of users. These systems were instrumental in
building the vision of the ubicomp future proposed by
Weiser in The Computer for the 21st Century [44].
However, the intellectual agenda framed by artificial
intelligence technology (from the user models of AMO-
DEUS and the Card, Moran and Newell book, to the Lisp
machines that controlled RAVE) was receiving a signifi-
cant challenge from a young researcher at PARC. The work
carried out by Lucy Suchman presented a fundamental
critique of the approaches to human–machine interaction
derived from cognitive science, based largely on her study
in the early 1980s of an attempt at PARC to create a new
user interface for a Xerox copier. This work was receiving
increased attention at the time EuroPARC was being
founded, after her PhD dissertation was published as a
book [40].
Suchman had studied video tapes of people trying to use
the new machine, revealing that they did not approach the
machine with a detailed plan of what they would do, but
rather came with a general goal and responded ‘‘on the fly’’
to events as they occurred. This was contrary to the general
models of planning and problem solving that had become
established in the cognitive science literature, and that had
until then formed a central theoretical assumption in HCI.
Her book offered not only a fundamental critique of the
theories underlying HCI, but also a new way of proceeding
with user research that seemed to be better grounded in the
reality of social behaviour.
We return to her social science commitments in the next
section. The immediate impact for EuroPARCarose from the
fact that John Seely Brown was an advocate of Suchman’s
work and sent her to the UK to recruit like-minded
researchers for the new laboratory. Although she only made
occasional visits to Cambridge, her collaborator on the
photocopier project, Austin Henderson, was appointed as a
travelling envoy between EuroPARC and managers at
PARC.While the original research agenda for the laboratory
had been technical and cognitive, the middle years of
EuroPARC were characterised by a profound intellectual
shift. This was driven in part by Brown’s passion for ‘‘radi-
cal’’ interdisciplinary research, but also in part by the reali-
sation that HCI as a whole would need to change in response
to the dynamics that Suchman and Henderson had observed.
This broad intellectual agenda at EuroPARC flowered
through the first half of the 1990s, but became more con-
strained when staff were told that all research must be
related to the core Xerox business as ‘‘The Document
Company’’. This can be read as a reasonable corporate
response to the growing executive embarrassment from
popular business books and case studies documenting how
Xerox ‘‘fumbled the future’’ of the personal computer
industry [39], rather than a reaction to the EuroPARC
agenda itself. In the late 1990s, EuroPARC was closed,
with remaining staff transferred to a Xerox software
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engineering research centre in Grenoble. The Grenoble site
continued research into Document Content Models, Doc-
ument Structure, Knowledge Management, Linguistic
Platforms and Middleware. According to the historical
archive on the Grenoble website, there had been a small
amount of technical research at EuroPARC (‘‘from Digital
Desk to CamWorks’’), with little reference to the ubicomp
projects of RAVE, Active Badge or AMODEUS. But the
most substantial legacy of EuroPARC according to that
archive is the study of ‘‘Work Practices’’ using the methods
of ethnomethodology.
We wish to emphasise that this section has been inten-
ded only as a brief introduction for those unfamiliar with
the context, not an authoritative history of EuroPARC. In
developing our own interpretation, we note that in a small
laboratory such as this, many of the most significant
dynamics may be interpersonal and contingent, rather than
intended outcomes of organisational design, as has been
observed by EuroPARC researchers themselves (e.g. [22]).
4 Ethnomethodology
This section is an introduction to the concerns of eth-
nomethodology and especially its introduction toHCI via the
work of Lucy Suchman. The field of ethnomethodology is
associated with the work of two California sociologists,
Harold Garfinkel and Harvey Sacks. Although the particular
concerns of the two are distinct, it can be difficult to disen-
tangle them, especially in theways they have been adapted to
HCI. This difficulty results in part from Sacks’ early death in
a car crash, but also because much of their early influence
spread through lectures and circulation of unpublished
manuscripts. We follow common practice in referring to
them as ‘‘sociologists’’, although they drew heavily on lin-
guistics, Garfinkel had been at Harvard at a time when the
distinction between anthropology and sociology was elimi-
nated, and many of Garfinkel’s students at Xerox were reg-
istered for degrees in anthropology rather than sociology.
Nevertheless, both were primarily concerned with the
practicalities of everyday social activity, in contrast to lar-
ger-scale social theories. Sacks is best known for the
development of Conversation Analysis, in which the
mechanisms by which social interaction is accomplished
are uncovered through transcription and close inspection
and repetition of recordings. Garfinkel’s term eth-
nomethodology also expresses a concern with the methods
by which ordinary people construct social activity as a day-
to-day achievement. ‘‘Methodology’’ is the term he pro-
poses to describe the study of these ordinary methods—
crucially, his term should not be read as an interest in
professional research ‘‘methodology’’. Similarly, the prefix
‘‘ethno’’ is not a reference to established professional
research methods of ‘‘ethnography’’, but a reference to a
population of ordinary people (the ethnos) whose achieve-
ments are to be studied, much as ethnomusicology is the
study of the music of a particular group of ordinary people.
Ethnomethodology is a relatively minor movement
within social science as a whole. The comprehensive Sage
Handbook of Qualitative Research devotes only a few of its
1200 pages to ethnomethodology, outlining Garfinkel’s
insistence that society is not shaped by ‘‘social forces’’ but
locally produced ‘‘practices of mundane reason’’. These
involve language, actions and objects that are ‘‘indexi-
cal’’—dependent on context [14]. The Handbook places
these observations in the context of Foucault’s concern
with language and practice, which were published around
the same time. However, Foucault’s analysis emphasised
(rather than denied) the role of social systems and struc-
tures in the constitution of discursive practices. Garfinkel
championed the individual by arguing that he or she should
not be treated as a ‘‘cultural dope’’ acting in accordance
with social theories. Although many of the ethnomethod-
ological criticisms of sociological method may have been
justified, Garfinkel was not the only person making them.
The same critique was advanced by Glaser and Strauss in
their development of Grounded Theory [21] which insisted
that theory should emerge from data rather than pre-ex-
isting sociological categories. But ethnomethodologists
were unusually vehement in their condemnation of pervi-
ous sociological endeavours, characterising the entire dis-
cipline as fundamentally misfounded. They were also, and
perhaps consequently, unusually marginalised:
the ethnomethodologists used their critique of the
methodology and epistemology of much conventional
sociology [citing Cicourel 1964] as form of counter
attack against critics who attacked them for the
sociological irrelevance and substantive triviality of
their own findings ([32]: p 183).
This assessment of the impact of ethnomethodology
concluded:
Ethnomethodology shows individuals merely to be
making sense of things as best they can, producing
utterance and explanations which are accept-
able within their communities, on the whole covering
over the many moments of uncertainty, ignorance and
indecision they experience in their encounters with
the world. It has offered a somewhat quietist view of
social life, except in the intransigence it has some-
times shown, as a movement, towards other elements
of the discipline of sociology. [32]: p 192
Despite the fact that the apparent importance of eth-
nomethodology in HCI formed the initial motivation for
our project, we found that the senior anthropologists we
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interviewed expressed surprise that a Californian move-
ment they recalled for a brief vogue in the 1960s would
have widespread influence today. In his comprehensive
overview of applied research methodology, Colin Robson
offers the summary that:
Ethnomethodology is not known for its accessibility,
and conversation analysis has been similarly criti-
cized, a frequent complaint being that its practition-
ers tend not to make their methodology and
procedures comprehensible to researchers from other
disciplines [36].
As we have noted, it is essential to remember that eth-
nomethodology is the study of the methods used by ordi-
nary people, not an ethnographic research methodology.
This key distinction is not widely understood in HCI and
seems to have been a mystery even to some of those
working at EuroPARC. However, it turns out to be an
essential element of this story. Garfinkel delighted in a role
as an iconoclast, and it seems certain that his deliberate
creation of the word ethnomethodology, a title likely to
confuse all other social scientists, was mischievously
motivated. Nevertheless, his irreverent and disruptive atti-
tude to both social institutions and the established concerns
of sociology was also a potential source of insight. For
example, Suchman applied Garfinkel’s approach to
understanding the complexities of human–human interac-
tion to human–machine interaction in her study of photo-
copier use at Xerox. In her words:
The machine was a relatively large, feature-rich
photocopier that had just been ‘launched’… The
machine was advertised with a figure dressed in the
white lab coat of the scientist/engineer, but reassur-
ing the viewer that all that was required to activate
the machine’s extensive functionality was to ‘‘press
the green [start] button’’. It seemed that customers
were refuting this message, however, complaining
instead that the machine was… ‘‘too complicated’’…
I [convinced] my colleagues that we should install
one of the machines at PARC and invite our co-
workers to use it. My analysis of the troubles evident
in these videotaped encounters … led me to the
conclusion that its obscurity was not a function of any
lack of general technological sophistication on the
part of its users, but rather a lack of familiarity with
this particular machine… the machine’s complexity
was less tied to its esoteric technical characteristics
than to mundane difficulties of interpretation char-
acteristic of any unfamiliar artifact…
The main observation of [conversation analysis] was
that human conversation does not follow the kind of
message-passing or exchange model that formal,
mathematical theories of communication posit.
Rather, humans dynamically co-construct the mutual
intelligibility of a conversation through an extraor-
dinarily rich array of embodied interactional com-
petencies, strongly situated in the circumstances at
hand (the bounds and relevance of which are, in turn,
being constituted through that same interaction). I
accordingly adopted the strategy of taking the pre-
mise of interaction seriously, and applying a similar
kind of analysis to peoples’ encounters with the
machine to those being done in conversation analy-
sis. [41] pp 10–13
As with our historical overview, it is necessary to
emphasise that this section should not be regarded as a
comprehensive introduction to the field of ethnomethod-
ology—that would require a far longer paper! In particular,
although we have drawn primarily on work by Suchman
for its clarity and relevance to our topic, we do not wish to
suggest that hers was the only channel by which eth-
nomethodology influenced HCI or EuroPARC. Gitte Jor-
dan was extremely influential at PARC, as was contact
between EuroPARC and the Manchester group of British
ethnomethodologists. As noted in the concluding caution to
our historical overview in the previous section, many
aspects of these encounters between social science and
technology research were contingent outcomes of personal
dynamics within a small laboratory, rather than intentional
organisation design. The combative presentation that was
characteristic of ethnomethodology, arriving in the context
of a scientifically oriented technology corporation, thus
resulted in a distinctive style of applied social science.
Garfinkel’s work was a radical critique on Sociology as it
was practised in the late 1950s and early 1960s.He argued that
sociologists by and large reproduced existing sociological
accounts of whatever phenomenon they were supposedly
studying. Mainstream academic sociologists ignored the
interpretations of the people they claimed to study, disre-
garding ‘‘members’ accounts’’ and treating them as ‘‘cultural
dopes’’ taken in by ideological structures of which they were
largely unaware. Ethnomethodologists have long charac-
terised themselves as an embattled minority opposed to the
dominant schools of Sociology. Many of our interviewees
noted that it was difficult for ethnomethodologists to get jobs
in Sociology departments as they had written papers funda-
mentally hostile to the entire academic enterprise of Sociol-
ogy. Although ethnomethodology sought to fundamentally
change sociology, it is now an historical footnote in that dis-
cipline. How then did it come to be such a significant force in
the study of human–computer interaction?
Second interlude—the teachings of Don Juanfinkel:
Many students of social science in 1970s California
considered themselves to be ethically motivated.
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Anthropology provided an opportunity to explore and
advocate the rights and traditions of indigenous people,
including those among nearby Native American and Mex-
ican populations. These also promised access to alternative
spiritual traditions that were welcome within the broader
context of the Californian new age. For example, Lucy
Suchman told us that she had originally commenced her
own anthropology studies in part because of her interest in
traditional wisdom, and in part for the opportunity to
engage with oppressed minorities.
Among many exotic elements of Californian research
culture during this decade, one of the most intriguing was
the case of Carlos Castaneda, a student of Harold Gar-
finkel at UCLA, who later presented the results of his
‘‘field work’’ in a popular book, The Teachings of Don
Juan: A Yaqui Way of Knowledge [7]. Although couched
in the language of social science, the real attraction of the
book was his depiction of Don Juan, a Yaqui Indian
shaman, who provided him with spiritual insight and
magic powers through the use of drugs prepared from the
peyote cactus, datura plant and special mushrooms. His
narrative of spiritual enlightenment and self-discovery
was followed by an analytic appendix (perhaps seldom
read by fans), presenting the theoretical modes in which
the research had been undertaken. As previously noted, it
has been argued that Castaneda did not actually perform
the fieldwork with Don Juan that he claimed, but instead
based the character of Don Juan on Garfinkel himself
[30]. The following pastiche presents a composite expe-
rience of a researcher at Xerox EuroPARC encountering
the teachings of Garfinkel, in the style of Castaneda, but
with a close resemblance to the experiences reported by
Mandell. This pastiche takes the form of a mashup,
splicing text from Garfinkel’s Studies in Ethnomethodol-
ogy [17] into the narrative, as Garfinkel’s prose style is
difficult to exaggerate.
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5 An interpretation of social science in design
This section introduces the central interpretive agenda of
our project. The overall structure is not a straightforward
argument leading to objective conclusions, but a relatively
subtle one—we offer a series of ‘‘variations on a theme’’,
structured around a central analogy. The central analogy
itself emerged from our interviews and documentary
sources, but should not be regarded as a factual claim about
either EuroPARC or ethnomethodology—it is an interpre-
tive lens through which to explore the intellectual
dynamics of HCI as a field.
5.1 Doctrinal knowledge and social authority
This is our theme: When corporate technology research
crosses disciplinary boundaries, especially in the process of
technology becoming ‘‘ubiquitous’’, how should a com-
pany determine which sources of authority are valid? All
academic disciplines, or none? And which of the disci-
plines that constitute HCI carry the most weight in
speaking to authority? Although a critical problem for HCI,
these questions also mirror concerns in wider society.
Helga Nowotny, the president of the European Research
Council (and professor of Social Studies of Science), has
written
With its historical rise, modern natural science took
on some of the social functions that were formerly the
provenance of religion. The distinction that science
makes between the person who knows and the person
who is ignorant is analogous to religion’s distinction
between the holy and the profane….. [This knowl-
edge] is the basis for epistemic and social authority
with which the scientific community speaks in the
name of a higher order of knowledge that is beyond
human control. From this firmly anchored conviction
grows natural science’s characteristic and sometimes
vehement resistance to all attempts to uncover the
social roots of its order of knowledge. [35] p 18
In the case of a corporate technology laboratory, the
‘‘social roots’’ of scientific knowledge include not only
the researchers themselves, but also their engagement
with customers—who may derive greater or lesser ben-
efit from the products or may even be exploited when
their own ideas are appropriated and sold back to them
[42]. For ubiquitous computer technologies, the field of
HCI becomes the nexus at which corporate knowledge
must navigate between epistemic authority and social
contingency, or the ‘‘holy and profane’’, in Nowotny’s
analogy.
We found it productive to use this analogy to explore the
ways in which ethnomethodology introduced social con-
cerns into a context where ‘‘higher orders’’ of technical
knowledge had previously prevailed. Incidentally, many of
those we interviewed made religious comparisons when
referring to encounters with ethnomethodologists at Euro-
PARC, with those who were sceptical about eth-
nomethodology’s value occasionally referring to it as a
cult. This comparison predates the period of our study, for
example in Gellner’s opinion that ethnomethodology was
caught between ‘‘Catholic’’ and ‘‘Protestant’’ tendencies in
Sociology [19].
Rather than Catholic and Protestant (or holy and pro-
fane), we suggest that a more apt analogy for unpicking the
role of scientific knowledge in the English context of
EuroPARC would be the two forms of Anglicanism known
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as ‘‘High Church’’ and ‘‘Low Church’’.4 As the constitu-
tionally established state religion of the UK, Church of
England doctrine has always been implicated in political
rule [8]. In the early nineteenth century, the phrase High
Church became associated with the conservative Tory
party, having doctrines that stressed apostolic order and the
authority of the visible church, valuing obedience to ordi-
nances and liturgical forms. Subsequent reactions labelled
as Low Church included concerns with social activism and
evangelism, emphasising personal faith and freedom of
worship.
We must be clear about the analogical nature of our
interpretation—we are not suggesting that any of those
involved in EuroPARC were literally religious (they may
or may not have been), or that there was actual ‘‘faith’’,
‘‘worship’’ or so on. Instead, we are concerned with social
dynamics of the practices that arise around organised
bodies of knowledge, which we argue share parallels
whether those practices and knowledge are established in
relation to spiritual questions or scientific ones.
In our interpretation of corporate research governance
around ubicomp, we use the phrase High Church to
emphasise the ‘‘higher orders’’ of knowledge that are
‘‘beyond human control’’ in Nowotny’s phrasing—physics,
chemistry, computer science—and Low Church to refer to
the social roots of corporate action, among markets, users
and customers. Many corporate research laboratories have
experienced tension or transition between these axes, for
example researchers at General Electric gradually depart-
ing the forefront of theoretical physics for a concern with
markets [1]. To some extent, the dichotomy and its con-
notations of epistemic authority correspond to the com-
monplace distinction between ‘‘hard’’ and ‘‘soft’’ science,
although we argue that there are more substantial impli-
cations of doctrine and power than generally acknowledged
in those phrases, and also that social sciences can, on
occasion, play a High Church role that might otherwise be
associated only with hard science.
Unlike academic disciplines, corporations need not have
any consistent theory base. But in a corporate research
laboratory, theory must be accommodated within that
organisational structure. Furthermore, stability is of mutual
interest both to corporations and to academic disciplines. In
British politics, there is a tendency for the highly structured
High Church to be more closely associated with financial
power and patronage. In a research context, we wonder
whether structured and defensible theory might be more
associated with the directors and administrators of
laboratories maintaining their organisations? This might be
contrasted with a Low Church tendency to spend more time
with customers, valuing personal experience, designing
actual products, broadening markets and disrupting
businesses.
5.2 The High Church of cybernetics
This section is the first of our ‘‘variations on a theme’’ each
exploring a different way in which the High Church/Low
Church analogy casts light on the intellectual agenda of
HCI.
At the time PARC was founded, companies such as
IBM, Bell and Xerox were creating bureaucratic infras-
tructure where large-scale information systems comprised
a mix of human and automated information-processing
units. Cognitive science offered a theoretical account
through which human ‘‘components’’ could be inter-
changed with digital ‘‘expert systems’’ resulting from
artificial intelligence (AI) research.5 The Xerox brand was
one of those most closely associated with bureaucratic
systems, and PARC had invested in AI research from its
foundation. The birth of HCI in this laboratory was phrased
as a proposal in AI (Newell’s AIP Memo No 1 in 1974),
although in High Church form, as a generic advance of
scientific knowledge, rather than in relation to the Xerox
photocopying business.
The first large scientific project at EuroPARC followed
this agenda, under the European AI initiative ESPRIT. The
AMODEUS (Assimilating Models Of Design, User and
System) project continued Newell’s direction, in collabo-
ration with cognitive scientists at the Cambridge Applied
Psychology Unit. However, the theoretical foundations of
the project, and its apparent mechanisation of both design
process and user, were early targets for the ethnomethod-
ologists arriving at EuroPARC, following the critiques in
Suchman’s work. These often vigorous doctrinal disputes
eventually led to a complete separation between Euro-
PARC and the Applied Psychology Unit, and indeed
between EuroPARC and the whole of the Cambridge
University establishment.
We suggest that this separation between theoretical and
practical views of the customer was an inevitable outcome
of the High Church dynamics in Newell’s original PARC
research agenda, concerned with scientific advance rather
than immediate commercial opportunity. But there was no
4 This analogy was originally prompted by an interviewee stating that
sociologist of science Steve Woolgar called EuroPARC director
Graham Button a ‘‘high-church ethnomethodologist’’. We are grateful
for this observation, confirmed by Woolgar in conversation with AB
(25 March 2011).
5 The Stanford project leading to Dendral, generally credited as the
first expert system, was initiated in 1963 with a research proposal to
gain ‘‘insight into the relative roles of the human and machine
components of these systems […] invaluable in the further develop-
ment of artificial intelligence, the programming of machines to
simulate as far as possible those human cognative[sic] processes that
we can begin to understand’’ (Lederberg [27]).
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people’s revolution at PARC—the Low Church seldom
retains long-term power. Instead, the managerial structur-
ing of corporate research made it necessary to take the
user-focused vigour of ethnomethodology and turn it into a
new kind of High Church doctrine. Indeed, Debord had
already identified sociology, alongside cybernetics and
management science, as simply another of the ‘‘sciences of
domination’’ that construct and reinforce systematised and
alienated mass consumption ([13], Section 42).
5.3 The Low Church of social critique
This second ‘‘variation on a theme’’ takes a different tack
to the first, this time exploring the intervention of social
science within technology design research.
Low Church movements, in their social ministry and
evangelism, focus their attention beyond areas of structured
authority, in order to engage with a wider public. At PARC,
the Work Practices group had initiated field research in the
places where Xerox products were being used and main-
tained. John Seely Brown was a vigorous supporter of this
programme of work and of the addition of anthropology (as
they described the sociology/anthropology mix at UCLA)
to the Xerox research agenda. He asked Tom Moran to
create an even more ‘‘radical’’ mix of disciplines at Euro-
PARC. The key question, for a radical Low Church agenda,
is whether the research focus on ordinary people that
results from technology becoming ubiquitous is accompa-
nied by a corresponding political consciousness.
Many social scientists at the time were aware of the focus
on everyday life advanced by philosophers such as Debord
[13] and Lefebvre [28], associated in Europe with attacks on
the state and on corporate consumerism [16]. However, a
postmodern philosophy with Marxist political commitments
would have been a challenging investment for a global
corporation, even if it did provide new insights to mass
markets. Fortunately, the political commitments of eth-
nomethodology appeared to be minimal. Ethnomethodology
offered vigorous critiques, but only of other academic dis-
ciplines (cognitive science, certainly, but most especially
mainstream sociology). With its rejection of political theory
along with all other social theory, ethnomethodology settled
comfortably within the corporate laboratory. It also offered a
distinctive style of intellectual certainty via its hostility to
almost every other academic discipline. Universal dismissal
could, in one sense, be an ideal starting point for interdis-
ciplinarity—because ethnomethodology was equally
opposed to them all.
Furthermore, the ‘‘methods’’6 of video protocol analysis
taught by Suchman and Jordan were perceived by many we
interviewed from EuroPARC as ritualised practices, rather
than being justified by explicitly articulated scientific
principles. The refusal to theorise ordinary social accom-
plishments and practices (including the social practice of
being a researcher) is of course core to ethnomethodology,
as we have discussed. However, insistence on ritual is also
characteristic of High Church liturgy (prescription of what
should be done in church) rather than Low Church evan-
gelical radicalism (individual believers free to interpret
their insights and revelations through original expressions
of faith).
Ethnomethodology was thus in the distinctive position at
EuroPARC of fulfilling a Low Church strategic mission
(engagement with users of ubiquitous technology) while
presenting High Church styles of tactical conduct (doctri-
nal debate and guardianship of ritual). Whatever the per-
sonal motives of ethnomethodologists (and Lynch [29]
protested that they did have strong ethical commitments,
whether or not these were expressed through their work),
this was not the primary concern of ethnomethodology. At
EuroPARC, a fascinating choice arose between the Low
Church path of radical design engagement with ubiquitous
product users and the High Church of apparently hermetic
rituals and doctrine.
5.4 Cathedrals and culture
This third ‘‘variation on a theme’’ explores the role of
technology itself within the social enterprise of design
research.
A key dynamic in the prominence of EuroPARC (and
PARC) is the mass appeal of cool technology, just as for
many on its margins the appeal of the High Church is
aesthetic, rather than doctrinal.7 In the 1980s, Xerox PARC
was one of the great cathedrals of technological culture,
alongside Negroponte’s Media Lab at MIT, and Boulez’s
computer music research centre IRCAM. Just as the rich
material culture of the High Church depends on power and
privilege for ostentatious display, these early ubicomp
laboratories had the coolest toys because they spent the
most money. At EuroPARC, Bill Buxton, a digital arts
researcher with close links to both IRCAM and the Media
Lab, was invited to create RAVE—Ravenscroft [House]
Audio Visual Environment—an extravagant network of
video cameras, TV screens, broadcast-quality video
cabling and computer-controlled video switches throughout
the building. Together with the Active Badge system
adopted from the nearby Olivetti laboratory, and projects
such as the Digital Desk developed in collaboration with
6 Note that we are reporting a misunderstanding, of those who were
under the impression that ethnomethodology was a methodology.
7 The High Church offers ornate choral music, robes and vestments,
stained glass and stone cathedrals, and incense—disparaged by Low
Church adherents as ‘‘smells and bells’’.
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the Computer Laboratory Rainbow Group, these glittering
prototypes were living demonstrations of the future—the
science fiction-like imagination of ubicomp promoted by
John Seely Brown and Mark Weiser [44].8
A research agenda that understands the ‘‘user experience’’
of such imaginatively desirable technological and cultural
products has become essential to HCI. However, critical
reception of high culture, like the High Church, favours
work in the avant-garde—properly theorised, and under the
patronage of the established masters. Low culture and the
Low Church, on the other hand, are popular and democratic,
adopting elements of folk tradition. Finally, the High Church
represents established tradition and mature taste, whereas
the ‘‘happy-clappy’’ Low Church is portrayed as juvenile
and trivial. Whether populist, cliche´d or kitsch, the taste of
the people is rarely celebrated as good taste.
The cultural appropriation of new ubiquitous technolo-
gies therefore poses a problem for corporate research
managers—how can the politically contested sphere of
culture be made an object of disinterested study? High
Church privilege and hierarchy depends on a disciplined
theoretical account of the knowledge it guards. Where the
earlier programme of human factors, measuring user op-
eration of products via perception and reaction times, was
unproblematically a ‘‘natural science’’ (nineteenth-century
psychophysics), the process of designing products within
the aura of AI had become a more mutable ‘‘science of the
artificial’’ [38]. But it was the desire for a ‘‘science of
culture’’ as the rigorous study of human experience that led
Husserl to formulate the methods of phenomenology.
Husserl’s phenomenology provided the intellectual
grounding for the work of Garfinkel, for the European left-
wing philosophers, and much of recent HCI, especially via
an influential UbiComp text by EuroPARC alumnus Paul
Dourish [15].
The phenomenological response to the study of culture, in
a setting less wealthy than the corporate ubicomp laboratory,
could have been associated with more vigorous critique.
Anthropologist Marvin Harris claimed that all phenome-
nologists, including ethnomethodologists, were actually
(misguided) political radicals, whose true agenda was
masked in ‘‘obscurantism’’ [23]. Certainly, the
impenetrability of many phenomenological texts, like the
writings of Garfinkel himself, can make them hard to chal-
lenge.9 However, clarity of theoretical doctrine is not nec-
essarily the most valuable contribution of the High Church
to government, and we likewise found no sign of masked
revolutionaries. Our High Church analogy suggests that the
most important considerations may be the presence of ritual,
an atmosphere of material extravagance, and readiness to
debate doctrine across disciplinary boundaries—components
all evident in the practices at EuroPARC.
5.5 Commitment and crusades
Our final variation on the theme of High Church/Low
Church explores the personal dynamics of interaction
between researchers in these intellectual contexts.
The great majority of those we interviewed, especially
those who had been younger researchers at EuroPARC,
revealed the extent to which their personal choices had
been motivated by strong ethical commitments to under-
standing the needs and experiences of technology users.
They often acted out of empathy for users and adopted
roles as user advocates in the face of technical resistance.
For example, we were told that Lucy Suchman’s presen-
tations at PARC became a ‘‘moral crusade’’ in which she
wanted the computer scientists to agree not just the
importance of what she was saying, but also the rightness.
She attracted vigorous counter-attacks, in the same manner
of the ethnomethodologists at EuroPARC who ‘‘laid into
you’’ when advocating their own doctrines. Founding
manager of PARC, George Pake, acknowledged this aspect
of the PARC research culture in a classic of managerial
understatement: ‘‘They would sometimes be rather intem-
perate in their criticisms of each other’s ideas’’ [39].
An anonymised transcript of meetings at EuroPARC
[20] reveals how users were represented in discussions over
the design of the ubiquitous RAVE system. In these con-
versations between a cognitive scientist, a psychologist, a
computer scientist, and a ‘‘physics graduate’’,10 some par-
ticipants focus almost solely on technical aspects, while
8 Ironically, both RAVE and the Active Badge UbiComp projects
were motivated by the material shortcomings of the office premises
that EuroPARC and Olivetti occupied. In Cambridge, the University
owns all the grand buildings (including several near cathedrals), while
companies in the city centre rented tall, thin buildings on narrow
plots. Informal collaboration, or even casual contact, among staff on
different floors of a narrow building was a challenge. Tom Moran
(who had studied architecture before becoming a cognitive scientist)
spent a great deal of time in these early years struggling with the idea
of ‘‘re-designing’’ the building. He complained that Ravenscroft
House was a ‘‘broken’’ building that could never recreate the
collaborative atmosphere of the PARC premises.
9 As Gellner put it, ‘‘the willfully obscure and undisciplined
verbosity makes it impossible to be sure just precisely what it is
that is being said’’ [19] p 446. Graham Button, the second of the
Manchester-school ethnomethodologists to serve as Director of
EuroPARC, told us that this was a desirable thing. Decoding such
texts demands close reading and discipline, and Graham told us that
he enjoyed nothing more than to settle down with a paper that would
take him days to understand. Or in the words of one of Garfinkel’s
students, ‘‘It took many years (won’t say how many) before I could
read the first paragraph of [Studies in Ethnomethodology] with a
fairly good sense of comprehension and competence’’ (Goode,
unpublished manuscript).
10 Individuals are not named in the transcript, although identities are
apparent to those familiar with the setting.
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others introduce user concerns. We were intrigued to see
that neither prior qualifications, nor subsequent reputation
as HCI leaders, predict which of these was most concerned
with users. The principal user advocate was in fact the
physicist, a young female researcher who was one of sev-
eral young women who ‘‘burned out’’, leaving both the
macho atmosphere of EuroPARC debate and any future
involvement in research.
EuroPARC did maintain close links with the participa-
tory design research group at Aarhus in Denmark, and
Liam Bannon in particular travelled regularly between the
two during the earlier years. Nevertheless, it was the eth-
nomethodologists rather than the cognitive scientists or
participatory designers, who eventually prevailed, becom-
ing directors of EuroPARC, and the final remnant of user
research by the time the laboratory closed.
Ultimately, our interpretation is that the Low Church of
user-oriented design research cannot aspire to ‘‘the higher
order of knowledge that is beyond human control’’ [35],
because its interventions are motivated by situated human
need, with research methods and analytic stances chosen on
relatively pragmatic and contingent grounds. The central
concerns of HCI might be seen as tarnishing eth-
nomethodology with Low Church associations—Gellner
[19] worried that demand for easy to use and ‘‘intuitive’’
products was a symptom of the lazy consumerism that
tempted young Californians into ethnomethodological
‘‘subjectivism’’ rather than accepting the discipline of
proper scholarship. However, the experience at EuroPARC
demonstrates that the hierarchical context of the corpora-
tion can provide precisely the High Church credentials for
a social science that attains authority through doctrine,
conduct, and display, despite the apparent democratic
accessibility of ubiquitous computing products.
Third interlude—EuroSerfs Note. Microserfs is a
novel by Douglas Coupland set in a Silicon Valley startup
dominated by Microsoft under the charismatic personality
of Bill Gates. The novel takes the form of diary entries,
emails, and project notes made by the narrator Daniel
Underwood. Coupland employs a number of experimental
techniques throughout the novel such as presenting one
section of it in binary code. Elsewhere, whole pages are
filled with single words to create primarily visual effects.
Font sizes are sometimes varied wildly at the start of
chapters so that single words can take up a third of a page.
Coupland based the novel on research at Microsoft and
Apple. The text is particularly appropriate as source
material for a pastiche as the historical moment is roughly
the same as the period this paper considers and the central
characters are approximately the same age and at the same
stage of their careers as the EuroPARC researchers. The
self-described ‘‘young turks’’ at EuroPARC held them-
selves at an ironic distance from ‘‘the dark side’’ of man-
agement, and the clever ironic humour related to us in
interviews closely resembled that captured in Coupland’s
work. Here, we imagine the social contexts and social
implications of ubiquitous computing infrastructure
development.
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6 The afterlife of ethnomethodology in HCI
Over the past 30 years, there has been increasing demand
for design research to include ethnographic methods,
especially as socially connected technology becomes
ubiquitous. There has been a substantial international
community based around EPIC (the Ethnographic Praxis in
Industry Conference) and the anthrodesign mailing list.
Software development companies and design consultancies
often include an ‘‘ethno’’ (used loosely to refer to an
ethnographer with experience in fieldwork as opposed to a
laboratory-based usability researcher) whose responsibility
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is to carry out field research among users. These practices
gained prominence through early coverage of John Seely
Brown’s enthusiasm for anthropology at PARC, but they
are now ubiquitous. It is unsurprising that many HCI
practitioners might assume ‘‘ethnomethodology’’ refers to
the professional ‘‘methodology’’ that the ‘‘ethno’’
researchers use—that is, ethnographic methodology.
The ethnomethodologists in HCI do not always dis-
courage this assumption. Andy Crabtree’s textbook ‘‘De-
signing Collaborative Systems’’ [11], described as ‘‘… a
significant contribution to ethnomethodology’’ by Lan-
caster’s John Hughes, and with an encomium from Euro-
PARC director Graham Button on the back cover, elides
the difference throughout. The word ‘‘ethnomethodology’’
almost never appears in the text of the book (in fact, it is
used more times on the cover than inside). However, a
close reading of these uses is revealing. In summarising the
value of the book after a final application case study, the
author states that it has ‘‘served to elaborate methodolog-
ical ways in which ethnography may be utilized in the
evaluation process and be married to design practices…’’
(p 162). Two sentences later, the concluding chapter opens
with an apparent reiteration that the purpose of the book
has been to use ‘‘ethnomethodologically informed
ethnography in the creative process of design’’. It takes a
careful reader to realise that, between summarising the
empirical evidence and drawing the primary conclusions,
the meaning of a key word has changed—it is no longer a
methodological way of using ethnography, but eth-
nomethodologically informed ethnography. The first
phrase need not refer to Garfinkel at all, while the second
certainly does. Although Garfinkel himself always denied
that ethnomethodology is a research methodology, the
authority of ethnomethodologists in HCI is bolstered by
framing it as such.
Paul Dourish’s reflection on this dynamic, in our inter-
view with him, was that ‘‘HCI needed ethnography, and it
got ethnomethodology’’. But it should be added that the
extent of its influence can be over estimated. A search of
the ACM digital library indicates that although references
to ethnography originally drew on ethnomethodology, the
proportion that do so has steadily decreased (Fig. 1).
These bibliographic data are clearly a crude indication
of changes in theoretical affiliations, but they tend to
confirm that although the introduction of ethnographic
methods to HCI was initially associated with the work of
ethnomethodologists, ethnography in general has subse-
quently become a more common practice than eth-
nomethodological studies or ‘‘ethnomethodologically
informed’’ ethnography. The period of greatest influence
for ethnomethodology in HCI occurred within the period
that EuroPARC was operating—and even this was con-
tingent on the particular dynamics of that laboratory. Since
the closure of EuroPARC, mainstream ethnographic HCI
has proceeded quite vigorously without being eth-
nomethodologically informed.
Although the relative proportion of ethnomethodological
studies in HCI has fallen, some have persisted in distin-
guishing ethnography in general from ethnomethodologi-
cally informed ethnography in particular. The polemical
CHI publication ‘‘Ethnography Considered Harmful’’ [12],
like Garfinkel’s own polemics in the 1970s, views
marginalisation as resulting from a lack of discipline on the
part of all other social science. Ethnomethodology sets a
strict agenda separating it from mainstream social science,
aiming for a rigorously descriptive programme rather than a
Fig. 1 Comparison of entries in the ACM digital library for papers
containing the word ethnography (ic/ically) as opposed to the word
ethnomethodology (ical/ically). We show a absolute numbers of
papers containing each word and b relative proportion of those
publications referring to ethnography that explicitly mention eth-
nomethodology (all searches conducted on 12/9/2011)
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theoretical or explanatory one. The approach has resulted in
rich descriptions of work in context, proving valuable to
ubicomp, but also in difficulties when meshing its practices
with alternative accounts. In particular, by creating a
dichotomy between ethnomethodology and all other soci-
ology, other theoretical perspectives and methodological
procedures are grouped together under the heading of ‘‘all
sociology which is not ethnomethodology’’. This rhetorical
strategy allows the authors to claim that ethnomethodology
has a unique concern for the world as it is.
In addition to the influence of ethnomethodology on the
EuroPARC HCI researchers—the ‘‘bastard children’’ that
Garfinkel was pleased to claim—we should also consider
the reciprocal influence that EuroPARC has had on eth-
nomethodology. In the photobook ‘‘Garfinkel’s Study’’
[18], circulated by Garfinkel and widely interpreted as
Garfinkel’s definitive list of who was in and who was out of
favour in his definition of ethnomethodology, 8 of the 32
papers cited in the bibliography as ‘‘a curriculum of eth-
nomethodology’’ are by employees of Xerox (Orr and
Suchman at PARC, Anderson, Button, Luff and Dourish at
EuroPARC). There have been very few previous cases
where a single company left such a significant legacy
within a defined social science discipline.
6.1 Implications for design
A technology corporation such as Xerox understands the
role of its research laboratories as inventing new tech-
nologies that will eventually become profitable products—
subject to the standard corporate processes of market
research, design and manufacturing. Government policy in
the UK and USA increasingly proposes an economic role
of this kind for universities or for the academy as a whole.
However, Bob Anderson, the first ethnomethodologist to
direct EuroPARC, reflected in our interview that the con-
tribution of ethnomethodology should perhaps be under-
stood as one of market research, rather than design.
Some prominent designers, including Apple’s Jonathan
Ive, publicly discount any independent role for user
research in design, whether based on social science, con-
trolled laboratory studies, or cognitive modelling. Ive
observes in his public addresses that user needs are central
to the work of any designer, that the consideration of users
is always completely integrated with the other mechanical
and conceptual elements of design practice, and that user-
centred design cannot be segregated into a research labo-
ratory context. However, to the extent that HCI is a sci-
entific field, interaction design researchers are obliged to
ask whether user-centred design is best realised through
technical innovation that is informed by empathy for users,
through rigorous social scientific research that can be
defended within a technical frame of reference, or through
a pragmatic bricolage that is adopted in response to the
concerns of a specific design objective [46].
Whether or not design can properly be accommodated
within a scientific context [5], our study raises the question
of how one should ‘‘design’’ an HCI laboratory that will be
relevant to a corporate setting (or indeed a government-
funded research commercialisation programme). Despite
its origins within a corporate research laboratory in the
grand twentieth-century tradition, John Seely Brown’s
agenda of radical interdisciplinarity did create a different
kind of institution at EuroPARC. Rather than a High
Church cathedral of basic research, we were told that the
scientific environment at EuroPARC was ‘‘a train-wreck, it
was carnivale’’. The transition from the high modernism of
cybernetic technocracy at PARC, to the interdisciplinary
‘‘carnivale’’ of EuroPARC, casts Garfinkel in the mis-
chievous role of the ‘‘lord of misrule’’ who would subvert
social order in a mediaeval carnival. As described by
Bakhtin, those ancient subversive traditions might be a
valuable counter to the ordered social structures of mod-
ernism [4], but his use of Stalin as an exemplar also shows
that ideological overturn of the social order need not be
liberating [47].
The changing intellectual generations of HCI have been
led by a variety of theoretical champions, but the real
achievement is arguably that of the interdisciplinary col-
laborators who adopt research methods and analytic stan-
ces on pragmatic grounds and who bring an ethical
commitment to negotiation of the corporate environment
and empathetic defence of users against potentially
exploitative commercial goals. If corporations (or govern-
ments) continue to commission research activities as
advanced product design, then this research will neces-
sarily be conducted, like all design, by interdisciplinary
teams. Purity of research methodology or of theoretical
agendas may appeal to a High Church of research evalu-
ators, but the practical entanglement of ubicomp with
everyday life will continue to resemble a Low Church of
evangelical fervour. We envisage that international
research culture will quite likely continue to be dominated
by High Church conflations of theory and influence, in the
same manner observed throughout the human history of
kingdoms and priesthoods.
The social dynamics of the debates around eth-
nomethodology, as discussed in this paper, were bound up
in the idealist legacy of the 1960s. European critical theory
and Californian libertarianism constructed bodies of dis-
course and research practice that, while concerned with
analysis of the everyday, were already unfashionable
among young graduates in Thatcher’s Britain at the time
EuroPARC was established. Was the colonisation of HCI
by ethnomethodology simply a problem for an older gen-
eration, which can be forgotten now that young design
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researchers have developed their own bricolage of ubicomp
research methods?
Our view is that while specific meeting points of theo-
ries and research methods may change, global capitalist
concern with market profits sustains an unlikely democ-
racy, calling attention to the everyday lives of consumers,
even as it simultaneously exploits them. As a result, cor-
porate research must continue to sustain a balance between
High and Low Churches, just as ethnomethodology did at
EuroPARC. Explicit comparison to draw lessons from
church history may continue to be beneficial, especially
within the postmodern context of new religious movements
and contemporary spirituality of social justice, environ-
mentalism and personal well-being.
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